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1. Introduction. A von Neumann algebra si can be considered as a module

over its center 2t'. The norm of sé induces a norm on the module si. Whenever we

talk of the module si it will always be this specific module over 2?. In this article

we study the set si~ of bounded module homomorphisms of si into 2£. In an

earlier article we studied those module homomorphisms of si into 2? which are

continuous in the cr-weak topology of si and 2Í respectively. In that paper we

discovered a specific form for such homomorphisms and showed that a type I

algebra could be characterized in terms of such functionals. These results were

analogues of results known for factor algebras. For factor algebras multipliers are

scalars and the mappings are scalar-valued functionals while in algebras with

arbitrary centers the multipliers are central elements and the mappings are module

homomorphisms into the center.

There are always module homomorphisms of sé into 2£'. A kind which is par-

ticularly simple although fundamental may be constructed as follows. Let 2£' be

the commutator of 2t and let E be an abelian projection in 2£' with central support

P. There is an isomorphism of 2iP onto E2i'E given by A -+ AE. For each A in si

we denote the inverse image in 2tP of EAE under this isomorphism by rE(A). Then

the function te on sé is a homomorphism into 2£.

In general 2£ is a most suitable range for module homomorphisms. The following

Hahn-Banach type theorem illustrates this. Let á? be a normed space which is a

module over a commutative A IF*-algebra 2?'. Let ^ be any submodule of äS and let

0 be a bounded module homomorphism of 1> into 2i. There is a bounded module

homomorphism 0 of 38 into 2£ such that i/>(C) = <j>(C) for every C in ^ and such that

||0|| = 1101 [19], [24]. From this theorem many homomorphisms may be constructed.

A module homomorphism </> of sé into 2£ will be called a functional of the

module sé. A functional </> of the module si is said to be hermitian if </>(A*) = </>(A)*

for every A in sé. Every bounded functional of the module A can be written as

a linear combination of two bounded hermitian functionals. A functional 0 of the

module sé is said to be positive if </> maps si+ into 2?+. Since

\<f,(A)\2 = 4>(A)*4>(A) S </>(A*A)</>(l),

every positive functional <f> is bounded with bound ¡0(1)11. Every bounded hermitian
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functional of the module si may be written as the difference of two positive func-

tionals of the module si [19], [24].

In this paper we study the positive functionals of the module si. The set if of

positive functionals of si~ of norm not exceeding 1 is compact in a naturally

defined topology in si~. The set if has extreme points and if is the closure (in this

topology) of the convex hull of its extreme points. Here though the convexity is

expressed in terms of multiplication by elements in £2°. We show that every linear

functional / on si which is a-weakly continuous when restricted to £F can be

expressed as the composition of/with an element of si~.

A positive functional j> in si~ normalized so that <^>(1) = 1 gives rise to a repre-

sentation of si as a *-subalgebra of the algebra of all bounded linear operators on an

y4IF*-module M0 over the center £F ([6], [17], [28]). We study the representations

that arise from an extreme point </> of if. By presenting a specific form for the

representation we are able to obtain the analogue of Kadison's theorem on strict

irreducibility. If A -> A~ denotes the Gelfand transform of ¿F onto the algebra of

all continuous complex-valued functions on the spectrum Z of ¿2", then the ana-

logue of Kadison's theorem allows us to conclude that A -> <j>(Ay~(t) is a pure state

of si for every £ in ¿2'. In a certain sense this result illustrates the advantage of a

global theory over a decomposition theory. By an additional construction we are

able to find an extreme point </> such that the kernel of the canonical representation

of si on a Hubert space induced by A ->■ </>(A)^(i) (£ fixed but arbitrary in Z) is the

smallest closed two-sided ideal [£] in si containing £. So [£] is a minimal primitive

ideal of si.

We then define a vector state of the si as a module. This definition comes from

ideas in a previous paper [12]. The set of elements in si~ obtained as pointwise

limits of these vector states is called the vector state space. The set of pointwise

limits in si~ of the set of extreme points </> of the positive elements of the unit

sphere of si~ which satisfy <£(1)= 1 is called the pure state space of the module si.

We then compare the set of all <j> in the unit sphere of si~ such that </>( 1 ) = 1 with the

pure state space and the vector state space of the module si. These structures have

exactly the same relations as the corresponding structures of scalar functionals as

given by Glimm ([3], [4]). Here the ideal of completely continuous operators is

replaced by the ideal generated by the abelian projections of si.

2. Existence of extreme points. Let si be a von Neumann algebra with center

¿f and let si~ be the space of bounded functionals of the module si. Let £F* be the

set of all a-weakly continuous functionals on ¿2". For each/in £2% and Ainsi define

the semmorm p j tA=p of si ~ by p(<f>) = |/(^L4))|. The family {pUA \fe £F*, A ese}

of seminorms of si~ defines a topology on si~ under which si~ is a locally convex

Hausdorff topological linear space. We call this topology the weak-* topology of

si~. If/is a weak-* continuous functional on si~, there are functionals/,/,...,/,

in ¿F* and Ax, A2,..., An in si such that
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/(0) - 2 VMM 11 = 7 = "}

for every >\>esi~. Since every positive functional g in 2£\ is of the form g(A)

= (Ax, x) for some vector x of the Hubert space 77 of 3£, we have that there are

vectors xx, x2,..., xm, yx, y2,..., ym in 77 and Bx, B2,..., Bm in 2? such that

m = Jtm(Si)x},yi)\l SiSm}.

Proposition 2.1. Let si be a von Neumann algebra. Let séx be the unit sphere of

the set sé~ of bounded functionals of the module si and let Si be the set of positive

elements of sel. The sets six and Ü are compact in the weak-* topology of si~.

Proof. Let 2TA = 2i for every A e sé. Let \~[ {2?A \ A e sé} he the product space of

{2t'A | A e si} supplied with the product topology induced by the a-weak topology

on each 2K' A. Let 3> be a function of sé~ into 17 % a given by $>(</>) A=<f>(A). The

function O is an isomorphism of si~ onto <í>(sé~) which is bicontinuous when si~

is supplied with the weak-* topology. Let Ji=\~\ {JiA \ A e sé} be the subset of

FI 2£'A defined by the relation

JiA = {Be5?A\ \B\ S M||}.

The set Ji is compact in \~\ 2£ A. Since |,í(0)^|| S \A\ whenever 0 e sel, it is sufficient

to show that <&(sil) is closed in Ji in order to show sil »s compact in the weak-*

topology. Let {0n} be a net in sel such that {O(0n)} converges to an element p in Ji.

Let/be an element of 2£%, Ax and A2 be elements of sé, and Cx and C2 be elements

of 2i. Since the nets

{fi(UCiAi))},       {f(UC2A2))}   and   {/(0n(CMi + C2^f2))}

converge to

f(CiPAd'      fi(C2pA2)   and   f(piClA1 + c2A2y)

respectively, we have that

fi(CXPAl+C2pA2)   = f(P(ClA1 + C2A2/)-

Because / is arbitrary, we have that

CXpAl + C2pA2   =   P(C1A1+C2A2y

Therefore, the function A -> pA is a module homomorphism </> of si into 2Í. But

||0O4)|| S MU and therefore </> is an element of sel. This proves <b(sil) is closed

in ./F.

Now we show that Sf is weak-* compact in si~. Let {0„} be a net in ¿7 converging

in the weak-* topology to a point 0 in sil ■ But if A is a positive element of si, then

/(0(/i)) = lim/(0nO4)) ^ lim inf/(0n(^)) ä 0
n

for every positive o-weakly continuous/functional of !%. Thus ¡/f(^)^0 for every
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ATtO. This proves that if is closed in six~. So if is compact in the weak-* to-

pology.    Q.E.D.

Let si be a von Neumann algebra with center ¿F. The space si~ of bounded

functionals on the module si is a locally convex linear topological space with the

weak-* topology. A linear functional/on si~ is said to be hermitian if f(<j>) is real

for every hermitian functional </> in sé~. If Jf is a nonvoid convex weak-* closed

subset of sé~ and if <f> is an element of the complement of ¿f, there is a weak-*

continuous functional / of si~ such that

lub {Re/0/0 | <A e ¿O < Refi(</>).

Here Re a denotes the real part of the number a. Suppose </> is hermitian and the

elements of Jf are hermitian. Let f(xb) = 23(<l>(Aj)Xj, yj) where xx, x2,..., xn,

J'd J,2>... -, yn are vectors of the Hubert space of si and Ax, A2,..., An are ele-

ments of si. Let g(xb) = ^(xb(Af)yj,x,). The functional h(xb) = (fi(xb) + g(xb))/2 is a

weak-* continuous hermitian functional on si~ which coincides with Re/ on

ctf u {</>}. This means that there is a weak-* continuous hermitian functional h of

si~ such that

lub {«(>/.) | x/j e JT} < h(<f>).

Let ¿£ be a commutative von Neumann algebra and let Z be the spectrum of ¿F.

If C is an element of £F whose Gelfand transform C~ on Z has range contained in

the open interval (0, 1), then C is said to lie strictly between 0 and 1. If C lies

strictly between 0 and 1 we write 0 < C < 1. If M is a £F-module, a subset Jf of M

will be called £f-convex if CA + (l — C)B is in X whenever A and B are in o€ and

C is in £F with 0 ̂  C^ 1. A point ^4 of a £F-convex subset JT of M is said to be an

extreme point of Jf if C5+(l — C)D = /t implies B=D = A whenever B and Z) are

elements of Jf and C is an element of 2£ strictly between 0 and 1.

Theorem 2.2. Let si be a von Neumann algebra with center ¿F and let if be the

set of positive functionals of norm not exceeding 1 of the module si. If ctf is a nonvoid

2£-convex weak-* compact subset of if, then Cff is the weak-* closure of the smallest

£2'-convex subset of Ctf containing the extreme points of df.

Proof. Let B be an element of si+. The set {<j>(B) | <f> e Jf} is a monotonely

increasing net in £F+ which is bounded above. Let B0 = lub {</>(B) \ xieX'}. The

^-convex set S(B) = {</> e Jf | </>(B) = B0} is nonvoid and contains an extreme

point of X This was demonstrated in Theorem 7 [12] for an analogous situation

and virtually the same demonstration applies here.

Let Jf' be the weak-* closure of the smallest £F-convex subset of Jt containing

the set of extreme points of Jf. We show that Jf"' = Ctf by arguing by contradiction.

Suppose there is an element <f> in the complement of ct' with respect to ôf. There is a

weak-* continuous hermitian functional / of si~ such that

lub {f(xb)\xbe¿r'}<f(4>).
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Let

F = {6 e Ji I f(6) = lub {/(0) | 0 e Jf}}.

Since cfi is a weak-* compact set and since /is weak-* continuous, the set Fis a

nonvoid weak-* compact subset of .#? We show that T is Jf-convex. Let F be a

projection in 2?'. We have that

(0O4)x, v) = (P0O4)x, y) + ((l-P)0O4)x, y)

for every 0 e j/~, A e si, and x and y in the Hubert space of sé. Thus/(0)=/(F0)

+/((1—F)0) for every 0 in .s/~. Now let 6 be an element of T. We have that

/(FO) = lub{/(F0) | 0e ¿O. Indeed, if there is a 0 in ¿f with /(P0) </(F0) we
have that

/(P0 + (1-P)0) =/(F0)+/((l-F)ö) >f(P0)+f((\-P)ff) =f(6).

However, the function at F0+(1-F)ö is an element of Jf. We have reached a

contradiction. So,

/(P0) = lub{/(F0)|0eJf}.

This means that f(P6) =/(F0) for any two elements 6 and 0 in F and any central

projection P. Now let C be any element in 2? +. Let e>0 be given; let {F, | 1 SjSn}

be mutually orthogonal projections of 3H and let {a, | l^y'^zzz} be nonnegative

scalars such that ||C— 2 «;F;|| <e. If 0 and 0 are elements of F, then

|/(C0)-/(C0)| S \f(C6)-f{{2«1P)6)\ + \f{C2«iP^)-f(C4,)\ s Hfl

Since e is arbitrary, we see that/(C0)=/(C0). Thus the set Fis 2f-convex. Now by

the remarks made at the beginning of this proof we can conclude that F has an

extreme point 0O. We show that 0O is an extreme point of X. Indeed, let (j>x and 02

be elements of ¿f" such that C0! + (1 — C)02 = 0O for some central element C

strictly between 0 and 1. Let D be a positive central element; let e>0 be given and

let {Pj | 1 SjSn} be mutually orthogonal central projections such that ||D-2«,Fi||

î£e for suitable nonnegative scalars {a, | 1 SjSn}. Because

f(P,40) = lub {f(Pj6) \6eJi}   for y = 1, 2,..., n

we have that

/((I>a)0i) = 2a>/Wi) = 2a'./Wo) =/((2^>")-

So we have that

nm,) s/((2«a>i)+«ii/i £/((2«^)*o)+«i/i =/Wo)+2«ii/ii.

Since e > 0 is arbitrary, we have thatfi(D</>1) Sf(D<f>0). So for every central projection

Q we may conclude that

/(Cß0o)=/(Cß01)   and   /((1-C)ß0o)=/((1-C)ß02),
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since the sum of the two positive numbers

fi(CQ4>0)-fi(CQ<f>x)   and   /((1-C)ß*0)-/((1-C)ß^2)

is zero. The elements C and 1 —C are invertible in £F + . Given £>0, there are

mutually orthogonal central projections {Q,■ | 1 újún} and nonnegative numbers

{<Xj I 1 èjèn} such that ||C"1-2 «¡QA =?*• Therefore,

\ñ<i>i)-ñ<po)\ s? I /((i -Œ «ißO^O I+1 /((Œ «>ß/)c- O^o) |

= 2|i/i||i-(2«J-e,)c|

è 21/11 ||C||||C-1-2^Ô;| = 2||/|| |C||«.

Since £>0 is arbitrary, we have that f(</>x) =fi(</>o). Similarly we find that f(</>2)

=f(<t>o)- This proves that both <f>x and </>2 are elements of T. Because </>0 is an extreme

point of T, the element </>0 is equal to c/>x and <f>2. Hence <f>0 is an extreme point of X

However, </>0 cannot be in the set X'. This is a contradiction. Therefore, we must

have that X = X'.    Q.E.D.

In the final section of this paper we shall present some facts about the closure of

the smallest £F-convex subset of if containing the extreme points of if in the to-

pology of pointwise convergence on if where £2° is taken with the uniform topology.

Let si be a von Neumann algebra with center £2°. A positive functional </> of the

module si is said to majorize a positive functional xb if </> — xb is a positive functional

of the module si. If </> majorizes xb, we write </>^xb. A positive functional </> is said to

be iT-irreducible if given any positive functional xb majorized by <f> then there is a

positive element C in £2* such that C</> = xb. In [12] we proved the following theorem:

Let si be a von Neumann algebra with center ¿F. Let if be the set of all positive

functionals of the module si with norm not exceeding 1. Let <f>e if. The following are

equivalent :

(1) </> is an extreme point ofiif; and

(2) <f>(l) is a projection and </> is £2'-irreducible.

3. Functionals a-weakly continuous on the center. In this section we examine the

positive functionals of a von Neumann algebra which are a-weakly continuous

when restricted to the center.

If/is a positive functional on a C*-algebra si, letLf be the closed left-ideal of si

given by

L, = {Aesi\fiiA*A) = 0}.

The space si—L¡ is a prehilbert space with the inner product

iA-Lf,B-Lf)=fiB*A).

Let //(/) be the completion of si — Lf. The representation -n of si on //(/) which

extends the left multiplication of si on si' -L, is called the canonical representation
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of si induced by/ There is a vector x in 77(/) which is cyclic under rr(sé) such that

{n(A)x, x)=fi(A) for every A in si.

Theorem 3.1. Let f be a positive functional of a von Neumann algebra si. Suppose

that the restriction g of fi to the center 2? of si is a-weakly continuous. There is a

unique positive functional 0 of module si such that fi=g-</> and such that 0(1) is equal

to the support of g.

Proof. Let F be the support of g. Let -n be the canonical representation of si on a

Hubert space 77 induced by/ Let x be an element of 77 cyclic under n(sé) such that

f(A) = (ir(A)x, x) for every Ainsi. The representation it restricted to 2( is a- weakly

continuous. Indeed, let {An} be a monotonely increasing net in 2Ï+ with least upper

bound A. Then {(An — A)*(An — A)} converges a-weakly to 0. So

{g((An-A)*(An-A))}

converges to 0. This means that lim Tr(An-A)x = 0. Therefore, lim rr(Av)Bx = Tr(A)Bx

for every B e ir(sé). Since the net {^(An)} is bounded, the net {ir(An)} converges

strongly to rr(A). This proves n is cr-weakly continuous on 2?'. This shows that rr(2f)

is a von Neumann algebra on 77 [1, Chapter I, §3, Theorem 2, Corollary 2].

The algebra 2fP is isomorphic to n(2i) under the map -n. Let ir'1 denote the

inverse of this map. Now let E be the abelian projection of the commutator -n(2£)'

of tt(2?) on 77 corresponding to the subspace

closure {Ax | A e tt(2T)}.

We have that

f(A) = (tt(A)x, x) = (te(it(A))x, x)

for every A in si. Then define 0O4) = 7r_1(T£(7rO4))). We have that 0 is a positive

functional of the module si such that 0(1) =P. Also we see that

g(<f>(A)) = K0O4))x, x) = (n(A)x, x) =f(A)

for every A in sé.

Assume that 0 is a positive functional of the module sé such that g-0=/ If

F0#0, then there is an element A in si+ such that P*/>(A) / </>(A). There is a nonzero

projection Q in 2tP and an e>0 such that either

QKA) + eQ S 004)    or    Q</>(A) + eQ S Ö0O4).

However, we have that g(ß0O4))=g(ß0O4)) and so g(eQ) = 0 in either case. This

means ß=0. This is a contradiction. Therefore F0 = 0.   Q.E.D.

A positive functional / of a C*-algebra si with center 2f is said to be centrally

reducible if for every positive functional g of si majorized by/there is an element C

in 2? + such that f(CA)=g(A) for every A in sé. These centrally reducible functionals

have been the object of much study ([5], [8], [25], [26]). The next theorem concerns

these functionals.
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Theorem 3.2. Let si be a von Neumann algebra with center ¿2'. Let f be a positive

functional on si whose restriction g to the center ¿F is o-weakly continuous. The

functional f is centrally reducible if and only if the unique positive functional </> of the

module si with g<f>=fand with </>(l) equal to the support P of g is ^-irreducible.

Proof. Suppose / is centrally reducible. Let xb be a positive functional of the

module si which is majorized by </>. Then g ■ xb is majorized by g ■ </>. There is a C in

¿F+ with g(C<j>(A))=g(xb(A)) for every A in si. By the same argument as contained

in Theorem 3.1, we find that C</>(A)=Pxb(A) for every Ainsi. Because 0^</r(l — P)

ií<f>(l—P) = 0 we have that Pxb = xb. Therefore C<f> = xb. This proves xb is £F-irre-

ducible.

Conversely, let </> be ¿F-irreducible. Let h be a positive functional on si majorized

by/ The restriction of« to the center of si is majorized by g. Therefore, « is weakly

continuous on £2*. By the Radon-Nikodym theorem there is a positive element B in

2£P such that g(BA) = h(A) for every A in ¿F. There is by Theorem 3.1 a positive

functional of the module si such that hxb = h. Thus g(Bxb(A)) = h(A) for every

A in si. Hence, for every Ain si+ we find that (f>(Ä) — Bxb(A)^0. This means that <f>

majorizes Bxb. There is a Cin £F+ suchthat C<j> = Bxb. Thus we find that f(CA) = h(A)

for every Ain si. This proves/is centrally reducible.    Q.E.D.

Now let/be a positive functional of the von Neumann algebra with center £F.

Suppose the restriction g off to 2£ is weakly continuous. Let v be the so-called

spectral measure on the spectrum Z of £2° such that g(A)=\ A^CL) dvit) for every

A e £2\ Here A~ denotes the Gelfand transform of A. Let </> denote the unique

positive functional of the module si such that </>il) is the support P of g and such

that f=g<b. Then/L4)=j MApiC) <*<{)• We note that

(1) {£ e Z | P^{1)= 1} is the support of the spectral measure v;

(2) ft(A) = 4>(A)~(Q is a positive functional of si whose kernel contains [£];

(3) for each fixed A in si, the function £ -+ft(A) is continuous on ¿F.

In §4 we shall show that

(4)/ is irreducible if <f> is £F-irreducible.

If v is a spectra measure and {/ | £ e Z} is a family of functions satisfying proper-

ties (l)-(3) (respectively, (l)-(4)) then the relation f(A) = jfc(A) dv(Q defines a

positive functional (respectively, a centrally reducible functional) which is weakly

continuous on ¿F [26].

4. Representations on A IF*-modules. In this section we study the representa-

tions induced by positive module homomorphisms. Our main result will be an

analogue of Kadison's Theorem [13] on strictly irreducible representations.

Let si be a von Neumann algebra. A positive functional <f> of the module si will

be called a state (or expectation) of the module si if </>(l) = 1. Then if xb is a positive

functional of the module si, there is a state </> of the module si such that xb = i/j(l)<f>

[19], [24]. A state </> of the module si is said to be a pure state if it is an extreme point

of the set of positive functionals of norm not exceeding 1 of the module si.
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Proposition 4.1. Let sé be a von Neumann algebra. Let E be a projection in sé

and let P be the central support of E. There is a pure state of the module sé such that

0(F) =F.

Proof. Let 2? be the center of si. The set Ji of states </> of the module sé such that

(f>(E)=P is a ^-convex weak*-compact subset of the set if of positive functionals

of norm not exceeding 1 of the module si. The set Jf" is nonvoid. Indeed, let Fx be

an abelian projection in the commutator 2£' of 2i with central support F which is

majorized by E. Let F2 be an abelian projection in 2i' of central support I—P.

Then F= Fx + F2 is an abelian projection of central support 1. This means that tf

restricted to sé is a state. Also tf(E)=P, i.e. rp is an element of CÜ.

Let 0 be an extreme point of Jf (Theorem 2.2). We show 0 is an extreme point

of if. Let 0! and 02 be two functionals in if and let C be a central element strictly

between 0 and 1 such that

C0! + (1-C)02 = f

We have that 0,(1) S 1 and thus, </>,(E)Si>Àp) = p C/=l> 2)- Therefore,

C01(l) + (1-C)02(l) = 1    and   C01(F) + (1-C)02(F) =P

imply that </>x(l) = 02(1) = 1 and </>x(E) = </>2(E)=P. Thus, both </>x and 02 are elements

of X. Because 0 is an extreme point of X, we have that </>x = <j>2 = <f>.    Q.E.D.

Let si be a von Neumann algebra and let 0 be a state of sé. Let

Li, = {Aesé\ 4>(A*A) = 0}.

The factor set sé—L,¡, is a module over 2£ which is supplied with an inner product

(A —L^, B—Lé) = <f>(B*A) with values in 2£. The space sé'—F¿, can then be embedded

in a faithful A IF*-module M0 over Si obtained by completing sé—Lé in the follow-

ing way. The set M^ is the norm completion of the set of all {An—Lé, Fn}n, where

{FJ is a set of orthogonal central projections of sum 1 and {An—L0} is a set of

elements of si—L^, with {</>(A*An)} bounded in 2?, supplied with the norm induced

by the inner product

({An-Lé,Pn},{Bm-Lé, ßm}> =   2 </>(B*An)PnQm.
m.n

There is a bounded homomorphism -rré of si, which is also a module homomorphism

over 2?, into the algebra L(Mé) of all bounded module homomorphisms of Mé

onto itself that extends the left multiplication representation of se on sé—L^. This

map ir0 is called the canonical representation of sé on M^ induced by <f>. For the

operators T in L(M^) an involution T-^T* of L(Mé) is defined. We have the

relation (TA, B} = (A,T*B} for A and B in M0. The involution also satisfies

the relation ||F*F|| = |F||2. Finally, the representation ^ preserves adjoints in the

sense that ■né(A*) = ir<t¡(A)* for every A in sé ([17], [6], [28]).

If 2£ is a commutative von Neumann algebra on a Hubert space 77 and if 2f'

is the commutator of 2£ on 77, then for any abelian projection E of %' of central
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Support 1 the module Sf'E is an A IF*-module over ¿F. The inner product is defined

to be (A, B) = te(B*A) for A and B in ¿F'£ [17].

A specific form for M0 is now obtained.

Proposition 4.2. Let si be a von Neumann algebra with center 2f and let </> be a

state of the module si. There is a Hubert space H and a representation rr of si on H

with the following properties:

(1) Tr is faithful on St';

(2) -n(2f) is a von Neumann algebra on H;

(3) there is an abelian projection E in the commutator -n(Sf)' of -n(2f) on H such

that tt(<j>(A)) = te(tt(A)); and

(4) there is a function O ofM^, onto the completion of the module ir(si)E in tt(2£)'E

such that

<Í>(AXBX + A2B2) = ir(Ax)®(Bx) + TT(A2)<I>(B2)

for every Ax and A2 in 2£ and every Bx and B2 in M¿;

««A, B}) = <4>L4), (D(/i)>

for every A andB in M0; and <t>ÍTT(t>iA)B) = TTÍA)<&iB)for every A in si andB in M0.

If<f>isa pure state of the module si, then

(5) the commutator of-nisi) on H is equal to ni2f).

Proof. Let {Pn} be a set of nonzero mutually orthogonal projections of si with

sum equal to 1 such that each algebra 2fPn is a-finite. Let xn be a unit vector of the

Hubert space of 2SPn which separates SfPn [1,1, §2, No. 1]. Let rrn be the canonical

representation of si on the Hubert space Hn induced by the positive functional

wXn-</> of si. Here wxiA) = iAx, x) for any vector x. Let yn be a vector in Hn cyclic

under 77nL4) such that

K04) v„, yn) = wXn(xb(A)).

Let Tr be the representation w = 2 © "Vi on the Hubert space i/=2 © Hn.

We show that 77 is faithful on ¿F. Indeed, if A e 2Í and 7r(/l) = 0, then 77L4/>n) = 0

for every «. This means ■nriAP1)=0. However, the representation 77n is faithful

on SfPn; hence APn = 0 for every «. This means ,4 = 0. Thus 77 is faithful on £2*.

We prove now that 77 is a-weakly continuous when restricted to 2f. Let {Am} be a

monotonely increasing net £F+ with least upper bound A. We have (Proposition

3.1) that {77„L4m)}m converges strongly to trniA) for each «. Now let x be an element

in H and let s > 0 be given. There is a finite subset Px, P2,..., Pk of {Pn} of sum P

such that ||x—TrfTOxIl ̂ e because each T7(Pn) is the projection of H on Hn. Suppose

that for m^m0 we have that

¡MAnd-"AA)W.PM = «*"x   forj =I,...,k.
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Then

K^X-T^Jxll  S   \\WA)-n(Am))(l -7r(P))x\\ + \\(n(Ä)-n(Ajpi(P)4

S 2|M||e + 2{|IK^)-'rz(^m)K(F3)x|| \\SjSk}

S(2\\A\\ + l)e.

This proves that -n is a a-weakly continuous isomorphism of 2£.

By the proof of Theorem 3.1 there is for each zz an abelian projection E'n in the

commutator 7rn(^Fn)' on 77n associated with the subspace

closure {n(A)yn \ Ae 2?}

such that

^;K04)) = ^n(0O4Pn)).

Since 7r(2f)'n(Pn) is the commutator of it(2Í)tt(P^) on 77n, we have that there is an

abelian projection En in the von Neumann algebra -n(2i)' on 77 majorized by 7r(Fn)

such that

rE(fr(APn)) = 7r(0O4Pn)).

Let E be the abelian projection in tt(2()' given by F=2 En. Then

rE(rr(A))rr(Pn) = rE(n(APn)) = Tr(4>(APn))

= rr(</>(A))7r(Pn)   for every zz.

This proves that ts(7t04)) = 7r(0O4)) for every A in si.

Let {An—Lq \ ne N} and {Bm—L$ | m e N'} be two bounded sets in sé—Lé and

let {Qn\ ne N} and {Rm \ m e N'} be two sets of mutually orthogonal central

projections of sum 1 respectively. Then 2 77(ßJ77'04n)F and 2 ""(7?mV(fim)F are

elements of the A IF*-module -n(2t)'E. We have that

«2 Qn(An-L¿),^Rm(Bm-L^))   = 7t(2    QnRm<t>(B*An)\

= <2 <Qn)ir(An)E, 2 n(Rm)n(Bm)E)

in the respective inner products of M$ and -n(2£)'E. Therefore,

4>(2 QMn-L,)) =J4n(Qn)n(An)E

defines a function of a uniformly dense submodule

Mx = |2 Qn(An—L0) | {Qn} is a set of mutually orthogonal

central projections of sum 1 ;

{An-L,t/\ is a bounded set in sé—LA

of the module M0 into the submodule
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M2 = |2 'n(Qùn(A^E | {77(ßn)} is a set of mutually orthogonal

projections of 7r(£F) ;

{rr(An)E} is a bounded subset of tt(sí)e\

of the module -n(2£)'E.

We have that <P is a linear function of Mx into M2 such that <b(AB)=Tr(A)<b(B)

for every Ain 3f and 5 in Mx. The range of O is M2. There is a unique extension

of $ to a map which we again call O of the norm completion Mé of Mj onto the

closure of M2 in tt(3()'E such that

4)(^lJz51 + ^2£2) = it(Ax)<S>(Bx) + tt(A2)<$>(B2)

for every ^ and A2 in £F and Bx and J?2 in Af^ and such that

<0>L4), <D(/J)> = 77«^, J?»

for every A and 5 in Af^. Since the closure of Ai2 is precisely the A IF*-module

generated by -rr(si)E in tt(£F)'£ [6, Lemma 4.1], we have that the range of 0 is the

A IF*-module generated by ir(si)E.

Finally, let {An-L0} be a bounded set in si-L$ and let {Qn} be a set of mutually

orthogonal central projections of sum 1. Then

4>(rr,(A)(Z Qn(An-L,j)) = 0(2 Qn(AAn-Lé))

= 2 <Qn)<AAn)E = 77L4) 2 rr(Qn)rr(An)E

= n(A)<î>(2 Qn(An-L,))

for every A in si. Thus we have that <t>(-rr<l>(A)B) = tr(A)<b(B) for every A in si and

B in M0. This completes the proof of (4).

Now assume <b is a pure state. Let -n be the inverse of 77 restricted to ¿F. Let A be a

positive element in the unit sphere of the commutator, ir(si)' of ir(si) on H. Let

t = te. The relation

V(r(An(B))) = >P(B)

defines a functional of the module si. For every B in si we have that

xb(B*B) = v(T(All2n(B*B)A112)) ^ 0

and

xb(B*B) = t](r(7T(B*Byi2Air(B*By-12))

Z V(r(n(B*B)))\\A\\ i <b(B*B).

So xb is a positive functional majorized by xj>. There is a C in £f+ such that C<b = xL

(cf. §2). So for every Bx and B2 in si we have that

T(77(52)*(^-77(C))7r(51))   =   0.
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This means that

((A-7t(C))rt(Bx)yn,^(B2)ym) = 0

for every yn and ym. However, the closure of the linear span of

{n(B)yn\ B in si, all yn}

is 77. Thus A=ir(C). Therefore td/sé)' is equal to n(2().    Q.E.D.

Before continuing we present a brief discussion of a certain trace that is par-

ticularly useful. Let si be a type I algebra with center 2Í. There is a locally compact

space X and a positive measure v on X of support X such that 2£ is isometric

*-isomorphic to the algebra LX(X, v) of all essentially bounded complex-valued

measurable functions on X. Identify 2C with LX(X, v). There is a function Tr of sé+

into the set of all positive finite or infinite valued measurable functions on X with

the following properties :

(1) Tr (CXAX + C2A2) = CX Tr (Ax) + C2 Tr (A2) for Cx, C2in2?+ and Ax, A2 in

sé-;

(2) Tr (U*AU)=Tr (A) for every A in sé+ and every unitary U in sé;

(3) if {An} is a monotonely increasing net in sé+ with least upper bound A, then

{Tr (An)} has least upper bound Tr (A);

(4) Tr (E) = te(E) for every abelian projection E in sé.

If &={A e si+ \Tr(A)e 2?+}, then & is the set of all positive elements of a

two-sided ideal IF in sé called the trace class of sé. In particular every abelian

projection is a member of IF. The function Tr on ¿P=F n si+ may be extended to a

linear function Tr of IF into 2i which is also a module homomorphism. For every

A e F the function B -> Tr 047?) is a function of j/~ which is also continuous in

the respective a-weak topologies. We have that Tr (7F4) = Tr (AB) for every A in F

and B in si. Also we have that ||7i||2^ ¡Tr (B*B)\\ for every Bin F [9, §4].

Let M be an A IF*-module over the commutative A IF*-algebra 2C and let 38 be a

subalgebra of the algebra LiM) of all bounded linear operators on M. The algebra

38 is said to be irreducible on M if given A in L(M) and Cx, C2,...,Cn'mM then

there isa Bin 38 such that BC] = ACj for every y'= 1, 2,..., n.

Theorem 4.3. Let sé be a von Neumann algebra with center 3t'. Let </> be a pure

state of the module si. Then the module M^ induced by </> is equal to sé—L^ and

TTé(sé) is irreducible on Mt.

Proof. Let -n be the representation relative to </> of si on the Hubert space 77

constructed in Proposition 4.2. Then n enjoys properties (l)-(5) of this proposition.

Let E be an abelian projection of the commutator á? of tt(2T) on 7/ such that

te(tt(A)) = tt(</>(A)). We show that ■n(sé)E=38E. This means that the module M0 is

si—Lé. The algebra of all bounded linear operators on 38E is identified with 38

acting on 38E by left multiplication [17, Theorem 8]. Given Bx, B2,..., Bm and B

in 38 we show that there is an Am sé with tt(A)B¡E=BB¡E fory= l,2,...,m. We
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may also show that A can be chosen to be self-adjoint if B is self-adjoint. The

proof essentially consists of showing that £ is a regular projection with respect to

•n(si) [27] using a construction known for pure states (cf. [2, §2.8]).

As a preliminary step assume that BXE, B2E,..., BmE are partial isometric

operators Vx, V2,..., Vm respectively. Assume also that the range projections

Fx,F2,...,Fm of the Vx, V2,..., Vm are mutually orthogonal. We show that

there is an element B' in 38 such that 5'Fi=z3Fi (l^z'^w) and such that \B'\2

^2 2 I VfB*BVi\. We show that B' may be chosen to be self-adjoint if B is self-

adjoint. Let Gt be the range projection of BVt (1 £i£m). Since Gx is equivalent to

the domain projection of 7iF¡, which is majorized by E, the projection G¡ is abelian

(cf. [1, III, §1]). Let G be the least upper bound of the set

{Ft | 1 á i á m} U {G, | 1 á i á m}.

The projection G — 2 fl may be written as the sum of mutually orthogonal abelian

projections Fm + X, Fm + 2,..., Fp (cf. [9, Theorem 2.1]). Let

B' = J^{F¡BFi\l úiám;l£jtíp}

if B is not self-adjoint and let

B' = 2 {FjBFi | 1 á i Ú p; 1 Ú j á w}+2 {fl5A | 1 á i á m; iM+1 á j g/>)

if 5 is self-adjoint. In this case 5' is self-adjoint. In either case

B'Vi = ^{FsBVi\l íjúp} = BVi

for i= l, 2,..., m. In the first case

Tr (B'*B') = 2 {Tr (FtB'*B'Fi) \ l S i Ú m}

= 2 {rFi(B'*B') | 1 á i g m}.

In the second case we have that

Tr (5'*/J') = Tr Í/J'2) = 2 {Tr (fl^fl) | 1 ̂  ¡: g m}

+ 2 {Tr (FjB'FiB'Fj) \m+l ú i ú p\l Ú j Ú p}

= 2{Tr(Fi/?'2F1)|l á/^zzi}

+ 2 {Tr (FjB'FiB'F,) \m+\ £ i £ p;\ < j % m)

^2^{rFi(B'2)\l úiúm}

since F,7J'(2 {fl I « + 1 = iúp})B'F¡úFjB'2Fj.
We have that

|| rfl(/i'*/i') || = llfl/i'^'F.H = UFfÄ'^'K.II.

Thus in either case we conclude that

\\B'*B'\\ Ú ||Tr(JS'*5')|| Ú 2 2 II V*B*BVt||.
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This verifies the existence of B' in 3$. So we may assume that

MU S (2m)ll2a   where« = max^Ti^H \ l S i S m}.

By an application of Tomita's results [27, Theorem 6] we may find a nonzero

projection F in 38 majorized by E and an element A in ir(si) such that \\A\\ S

2(2m)ll2a and AVjF=BVjF for j= 1, 2,..., m. Indeed given a unit vector x in the

Hubert space of 38 such that Ex = x, then we may construct by induction a de-

creasing sequence {F'n} of abelian projections and a sequence of elements {An} in

■n(sé) such that

(1) \\F'nx-F'n + xx\\SA-n+1 and \x-F'xx\ S4"1;

(2) ||^n||á2-" + 1(2zn)1/2c£;and

(3) lub{||(2M; : l^y'^zz}-7i)FiF;|| : 1 SiSm}S2~na for every n= 1, 2,....

Then .4 = 2 An and F=glb F'n^0. If B is self-adjoint then A may be chosen self-

adjoint. Let {Pn | zz e D} be a maximal set of mutually orthogonal nonzero pro-

jections in -rr(2?) with the property: for each Pn there is an element An in -n(si)Pn

such that M„|| S2(2m)ll2a and such that AnVjE=BVjEPn. We see that 2F„= 1 ;

otherwise, the projection P = 1 — 2 P„ is nonzero. There is a nonzero projection F

majorized by EP and an element A in -n(sé) such that M|| S2(2m)ll2a and ^4F;F

=BVjF. But there is a nonzero projection ß in ^(áf) majorized by F such that

QE=F. This contradicts the maximality of the set {P„}. Therefore, the least upper

bound of the set {Pn} is 1. There is a set {Qn \ n e D} of mutually orthogonal pro-

jections in 2i such that 7r(ßn)=P„ for each ne D. Since tr is norm decreasing, there

is for each An an element Bn in séPn of norm not exceeding 3(2zzz1,2)a such that

Tr(Bn) = An. There is an A in sé such that AQn = Bn for each zz in D. For eachy'= 1,

2,..., zn we have ■n(A)VjE=BVjE because ■n(A)VjEPn = BVjEPn for every zz in D.

Let us now assume that BXE, B2E,..., BmE are arbitrary. Let Fu F2,..., Fm

be the range projections of BiE, B2E,..., BmE respectively. Let F be the least

upper bound of Fx, F2,..., Fm. There are mutually orthogonal abelian projections

Gx, G2,..., G„ of sum F. Let Vx, V2,..., Vp be partial isometries with range

support Gi, G2,..., G„ respectively and domain support majorized by E (cf.

[1, Chapter III, §3, Lemma 1]). By the first part of the proof there is an element A

in sé, which may be chosen to be self-adjoint if B is self-adjoint, such that n(A) V¡

= BVj (1 SjSp). We have that GBjE=BjE (1 SjSm). So

B,E = 2 {G*B,E | 1 S k S p) = 2 WrtVW \\lkkSp}

= ^E(VÎBf)Vk\ ISkSp}.

Thus, we obtain

BB,E = 2 rE(V*B,)BVk = 2 rE(V*B,)rr(A)Vk = n(A)B,-E

forj=l,2,...,m.   Q.E.D.

In the corollary we use the following ideas. Let si be a von Neumann algebra

with center 2T; let £ be a maximal ideal of 2T. The smallest closed two-sided ideal of
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si containing £ is denoted by [£]. Then [£] is the closure of the set

{2 {AiBi | 1 á i £ n} \Ai e {, Bt ej*(l á i á n); n = 1,2,.. .}•

Let jaf(£) be the factor C*-algebra si/[t.] and let A(Q denote the image of A in

si(t). Then J. Glimm proved that for each fixed Ainsi the function £ ->■ ||^(£)|| is

continuous on the spectrum of ¿F [3, Lemma 10]. If P is a projection of St, then

\\AP\\ = lub{M(£)|| | £ in the spectrum of Sf and P~(Q = 1}.

The least upper bound is attained. If A(Ç) is a positive element in si(t) for each £,

then A is positive in si.

Now assume si isa type I algebra. Let the notation be the same as the preceding

paragraph. Let £ be a fixed maximal ideal of £2". Suppose E is an abelian projection

in si such that E(Q == 0. The space //(£) = siE({) is a Hubert space with the inner

product (AE(Z), BE(Q} = te(B*AT(€). The algebra sé has a representation T with

kernel [£] on the algebra of all bounded operators on Hit) given by yY(A)BE(t)

= AEB{1), for every A and 5 in si. The closed two-sided ideal /0 of ¿^ generated by

the abelian projections of si maps onto the ideal of completely continuous op-

erators of //(£). In particular if x is an arbitrary vector in //(£) there is an abelian

projection F in si such that T(F)x=x. The images of abelian projections under T

have dimension not exceeding 1 [3, §4].

Corollary. Let si be a von Neumann algebra with center St and let xb be a

St-irreducible functional of the module si. For every £ in the spectrum of St the

functional <f>iAPiQ of si is irreducible. In particular ifi</> is an extreme point of the set

of positive functionals of norm not exceeding 1 of the module si, then xbiAPiQ is

irreducible on si.

Proof. We may assume that ^(1)^(£)#0. There is a projection Pin Si which does

not lie in the maximal ideal £ of St and a number <*>0 such that <b{\)P~^xxP. Let C

be a positive element in SfP such that C<f>il)=P. The functional xb = C<b is a £F-

irreducible functional of the module si. Indeed, if xb majorizes the positive functional

0 of the module si, then P</> majorizes P<f>il)d and so </> majorizes P</>il)6. There is a

D in £F+ such that D<f> = P<¡>il)6. Thus Dxb = CD<b = CP<bil)6=6. This proves that

xb is £2"-irreducible. Since the functional ¡/r(^)'s(£) is equal to a nonzero scalar

multiple C"(£) of ^(^)^(£), it is sufficient to prove that </r(^)^(£) is irreducible.

Now let xbi be any pure state of the module si. The functional Pxb +il —P)xbi = xb'

is a .£F-irreducible state of the module si. Indeed, if 0 is a positive functional of the

module si majorized by xb', then Pxb = xb majorizes P6 and il—P)xbx majorizes

(l-P)e. There are elements Cx and C2 in Sf+ with Cxxb=P6 and C2xbx = (l-P)6.

We may assume that PCi = Cj and (1 -P)C2 = C2. Setting C= Cx + C2 we have that

Cxb' = 0. So xb' is a £F-irreducible state of the module si, i.e. xb' is a pure state of si.

Since xb'(A)~(Q = xb(A)~(l) for every Ainsi there is no loss of generality in assuming

that xb is a pure state of the module si.
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Let ir be a representation of sé on a Hubert space 77 constructed in Proposition

4.2 relative to </>. Let F be a maximal abelian projection of the von Neumann

algebra 38 generated by ir(si) on 77 such that te(tt(A)) = tt(<j><<A)) for every A in

si. There is a homeomorphism 17 of the spectrum Z of the center 2? of sé onto

the spectrum of Zj of rr(2i) such that ■n(AT(r](lf) = A^(l) for every £eZ. Let £

be a fixed element in Z and let r¡(rt) = C. Then

4>(AT(i) = te(tt(A)T(V).

There is a homomorphism Y of 38 with kernel [£'] into the algebra of all bounded

linear operators on the Hubert space H(l')=38E(V). The ideal generated by the set

of all abelian projections of 38 maps onto the set of all completely continuous

operators of 77(F) under T. Let xlf x2,..., xm be elements of ¿%E(l!). There are

elements Bu B2,...,Bn in 38 with xj = BjE(C) for y'= 1, 2,..., zzz. Let B be an

element in 38. There is an element A in -n(sé) such that ABjE=BBjE for

y=l,2,...,m (Theorem 4.3). This means x¥(A)xj = yY(B)x] for 7=1, 2,..., m.

This proves that W^si)) is irreducible on 77(£')- Let x be the vector F(F) in

77(F). We have that

<KAT(Q = TE(n(A)r(0 = CYi<A))x, x)

for every A in sé. This proves that </>(A)~(l) is irreducible on sé.   Q.E.D.

We now record some facts about the kernel of -n^.

Proposition 4.4. Let sé be a von Neumann algebra and let </> be a state of the

module sé. The kernel of -n^ is contained in the strong radical (viz, the intersection

of all two-sided maximal ideals) of sé. In particular, if sé is finite or if sé is a-finite

and of type III, then tc^ is faithful.

Proof. Let A be an element of sé. Let XA be the uniform closure of the set

{2 {aiU*A Ui\ i = 1,2,..., n} \ ax,a2,..., an are positive of sum 1 ;

Ux, U2,..., Un are unitary in sé; n = 1, 2,... \.

Then X~A n 2£=$fA is nonvoid for every A in sé. If sé is finite, then $iA contains a

single element A#. In this case if A ese ^ and A# = 0, then ,4=0 [1, III, §5].

Assume first that sé is finite. Set ^ = n and let A be an element of si such that

7r04) = 0; then tr(A*A) = 0. Since

n(JíCciU?A*AUí) = ^cCiniU?)TTÍA*A)niUi) = 0

and since v is uniformly continuous, we have that 7r(04*,4)#)=0. This means

0 = 0(O4M)#) = iA*A)#.

Therefore, A*A=0 and thus -n is faithful.

Now assume that sé is properly infinite. The radical of sé is the ideal of sé all of
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whose positive elements A satisfy the relation XA = {0}, [10, Proposition 2.4].

Therefore we readily conclude that niA) = 0 implies that A is in the radical of si.

Now in the general case there is a projection P in the center of si such that siP

is finite and siil —P) is properly infinite. If A is an element in the kernel of 77, then

AP=0 and .4(1 -P) is in the radical of siil -P). But the radical of si{l -P) is the

radical of si. So the kernel of 77 is contained in the radical of si.    Q.E.D.

We now show that there are states which have faithful representations.

Proposition 4.5. Let si be a von Neumann algebra. There is a projection E in si

of central support 1 such that every state <f> of the module si with the property </>iE) = I

has a faithful representation 77^.

Proof. First let si be semifinite. Let E be any finite projection of si of central

support 1. Then let <b be a state of si such that <f>iE)=l. Let F be a projection of si

with 77(F)=0 where 77 = 77^. Suppose F has central support P. First assume that

F^EP. Since EP is finite, there is a set {P¡} of mutually orthogonal central pro-

jections of sum P such that for each Pt there is a set

{fly I 1 újúnt < +00}

of mutually orthogonal projections with the properties:

Fij~FPi   and   fl = EPt - 2 fly < ¿fl        [l,m,§l].

Since 77(FPi) = 0 we have that 77(F„) = 0 (1 ájf=a»i) and 77(F/)=0. Indeed, if F is a

partial isometric operator and 77(F*F)=0, then 0=77(F*F) = 77(F)*77(F) implies

tt(F)=0. So 77( VV*)=0. Then we conclude that tt(EP¡) = 0 for every P{. This means

P,=0 and thus P=0. So F=0.

In the general case there is a central projection P such that FP-<EP and £(1 — P)

<F(l-P). We have that FP = 0 from the first part of the proof since we may

assume FPÚEP. Also 7r(£(l-P)) = 0. So 1 -P=0. Thus, F=0.

Now let A be any element of si such that tt(A) = 0. Suppose e>0 is given; let

Fi, F2,..., Fm be orthogonal projections and let au a2,..., am be positive numbers

with 0^ 2 «.flá A*A and ¡A* A-2 «¡All =^e- Then 77(F¡) = 0 (z'= 1, 2,..., m) and so
Ft = 0 (i = 1, 2,..., m). We obtain this from the first part. This shows ||i4*y4|| ̂e.

Since e>0 is arbitrary, we have that A=0. This shows that 77 is faithful if si is

semifinite.

Now let si be a purely infinite von Neumann algebra with no nonzero a-finite

central projections. There is a net {A} of orthogonal central projections of sum 1

such that each P¡ is least upper bound of a set 5( of equivalent mutually orthogonal

a-finite projections [1, III, §1, Lemma 7]. For each i let Et e S¡ and let £=2 fl-

Then £is a projection of central support 1. If Fis a projection of central support Q

then EQPi<FPi for each Pt [1, III, §8, Corollary 5]. So EQ<F.

Let xb be a state of the module si such that (f>iE) = 1. We show that the kernel of

77,,, = 77 is 0. It is sufficient to show that 77(F) = 0 implies F= 0 whenever F is a pro-
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jection. However, if Fhas central support ß then EQ<F. So tt(EQ)=0 and thus

0(Fß)=ß = O. This proves F=0.

Now let si be a purely infinite algebra. There is a projection P of sé such that F

is the least upper bound of tr-finite central projections and such that 1 — F majorizes

no nonzero cr-finite central projections. Now let F be any projection in siP of

central support 1 and let F be a projection previously constructed for a purely

infinite von Neumann algebra with no nonzero a-finite central projections. Let 0

be a state of si such that </>(E+F) = 1. The canonical representation n induced by 0

has kernel equal to (0) [Proposition 4.4].

The general result for an arbitrary von Neumann si algebra now follows from

the fact that there is a central projection F such that siP is semifinite and sé(l —P)

is purely infinite.    Q.E.D.

Theorem 4.6. Let si be a von Neumann algebra. There is a pure state of the

module sé whose canonical representation is faithful.

Proof. There is a projection E of sé of central support 1 such that the canonical

representation rré induced by a state </> of the module sé is faithful whenever

0(F) = 1 (Proposition 4.5). By Proposition 4.1 there is a pure state 0 of the module

sé such that 0(F) = 1.   Q.E.D.

Theorem 4.7. Let sé be a von Neumann algebra and let I. be a maximal ideal of

the center of sé. The smallest closed two-sided ideal [£] in sé containing £ is a primitive

ideal.

Proof. Let 0 be a pure state of sé whose canonical representation tt0 is faithful.

The representation -it of si on the space 77 satisfying properties (l)-(5) of Proposi-

tion 4.2 constructed relative to 0 is faithful. Let £' = 7r(£) and let [£'] be the smallest

closed two-sided ideal in the von Neumann algebra 38 generated by -n(sé) on 77

which contains £'. There is an irreducible representation Y of ir(si) with kernel

■n(si) n [£'] (corollary, Theorem 4.3). However -rr(si) n [£'] is the smallest closed

two-sided ideal J of -¡r(sé) which contains £'. Indeed, if F is a projection in ir(sé)

n [£'] then the Gelfand transform F^ of the central support P of E vanishes at the

point £'. Thus the projection F is in the maximal ideal £' and so E is in the ideal J.

Because J contains all projections of rr(sé) n [£'], the ideal ir(si) n [£'] is contained

in J. Therefore we have that J = irisé) n [£']. However, rr~1(J) = [Q since -n is

faithful. So the kernel of T-tt is [£].   Q.E.D.

The set Prim (sé) of all primitive ideals of sé supplied with the hull-kernel

topology is called structure space of sé.

Proposition 4.7. Let si be a von Neumann algebra with center 2t'. Let Z be the

spectrum of 2T. The set {[£] | £ e Z} is dense in the structure space of si.

Proof. Let A' be a nonvoid open set in Prim (si). There is an ideal 7 in sé such

that

X = {JeYûm(sé)\J $ 1}.
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Let J be an ideal in X and let / n ¿F = £. The ideal £ is maximal in St. We have that

[£]:p/since [£]c./. This proves that [£] e X. Thus {[£] | £ eZ} is dense in Prim (si).

Q.E.D.
The set si~ of unitary equivalence classes of irreducible representations of si

with the topology induced by the map 77 -> kernel 77 of si^ into Prim (si) is known

to be a Baire space [2, 3.4.13]. A proof of this fact is obtainable from the preceding

proposition.

The next theorem characterizes a pure state in terms of its kernel. It is the ana-

logue of a theorem of Kadison [13].

Theorem 4.8. Let si be a von Neumann algebra. A state <b of the module si is a

pure state if and only if the kernel of<b is the sum of the sets

L„, = {Aesi\ <b(A*A) = 0}   and   L* ={Aesi\A*e Lt}.

Proof. Suppose <b is a pure state of the module si. Let 77 be a representation of si

on a Hubert space H which satisfies properties (l)-(5) of Proposition 4.2 with

respect to <f>. Let E be the abelian projection of the von Neumann algebra 38

generated by tt(sí) such that Tr((f>iA)) = te(77(,4)) for every Ain si. Suppose A is a

point of the kernel of xb. The range projection F of -n(A)E in 38 is an abelian pro-

jection orthogonal to E. There is a hermitian element C in ,si such that 7t(C)t7(,4)£

= 77(^)£ and tt(C)£=0 (Theorem 4.3). Thus, A-CAeLt and A*CeLi>. So

A = (A — CA) + CA is an element of L$+L*,. This proves that L^+L* contains the

kernel of <b. Because \<b(A)\2^<b(A*A) for every A in si, the kernel of <f> contains

Lé+L%. So the kernel of </> is equal to L^+L*,.

Conversely, let Lé+L% he the kernel of xb. Let C be a central element of si

strictly between 0 and 1 and let <bx and cf>2 be two positive functionals of the module

si of norm not exceeding 1 such that C<bx + ({ — C)<b2 = </>. First notice that <bx and

<b2 are states of si. Then if </>(A)=0, there are elements Bx and B2 in L$ and L%

respectively such that A = BX + B2. Because <b(BfBx) = (b(B2B2*)=0, we have that

<bx(Bj) = <b2(Bj)=0 for .7=1, 2. Thus <bx(A)=<b2(A)=0. Now for arbitrary A in si

there is a central element Bin si such that </>(A — B)=0. Thus <bx(A — B) = <b2(A — B)

= 0 and so (bx(A) = <b2(A) = B = <b(A). This proves </> is a pure state.    Q.E.D.

5. Pointwise convergence of states. Let si be a von Neumann algebra. A net of

states {</>„} of the module si is said to converge pointwise to a state <b if {</>n(A)}

converges uniformly to <b(A) for every Ainsi. The set E(si) of states of the module

si taken with the topology of pointwise convergence is called the state space of si.

The closure in the state space of the module si of the set of pure states in si is

called the pure state space of the module si. It is denoted by P(si). An element xb in

E(si) is said to be a vector state if there is an abelian projection E in the com-

mutator of the center of si such that <b(A) = te(A) for every Ainsi. The closure in

the space E(si) of the set of vector states is called the vector state space of si. It is

denoted by V(si).
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We now study the structure of P(si) and V(sé) using the theorems of Glimm

[3, §4] as our guide.

Theorem 5.1. If sé is a continuous von Neumann algebra, the state space, the

pure state space, and the vector state space of the module si coincide.

Proof. First we show that the vector state space V(sé) of the module sé coincides

with the state space E(sé) of the module sé. Let 0 be an element of E(si) and let

Ax, A2,...,An be elements of sé. Assume Ax= 1. Let 2Í' be the commutator of the

center 2f of sé and let [£] denote the smallest closed two-sided ideal in 2i' which

contains the maximal ideal £ of 2t'. There is for each ideal £ an irreducible

representation Tc of 2i' with kernel [£] on the algebra of bounded linear operators

of a Hubert space 77(£) such that Yr(2i') contains the ideal C(77(£)) of completely

continuous operators on 77(£). Since si is a continuous algebra, the image ^^(si)

of sé contains no minimal projections. So ^¿.si) c\ C(H(t)) = (0). There is unit

vector xt in 77(£) such that

\<f,(A^(l)-(f¥¿A¡)xr, xc)| < |   for; = 1, 2,..., n.

Indeed, the kernel of the functional A -> <f>(A)^(t) of sé contains the ideal sé n [£].

So there is a functional </>r of *¥r(sé) such that

0rYcO4) = 0O4r(£).

Then the statement in question simply states that the functional 0C is the pointwise

limit of vector states of *Yr(si) [2, 11.2.1]. There is an abelian projection Ez of 2?'

such that

(Vr(B)Xr, Xr) = TEXßT(l)

for every B in 2?' (cf. [7, Theorem 1]). This means that there is a central projection

F with F^(£) = 1 such that Ef> has central support F and such that

U(Af)P-rE^(Af)\ < 1

for 7= 1, 2,..., n. Thus there is an abelian projection E of central support 1 such

that ||0(/4y)-rE(Aj)|| < 1 for 7=1, 2,..., zz. This shows that </> is the pointwise

limit of vector states. Thus E(sé)= V(si).

We now show that Eisi) is equal to the pure state space of the module si. First

let 0 be any pure state of the module sé whose canonical representation tr^ is

faithful (Theorem 4.6). Let n be a faithful representation of si on a Hubert space 77

such that the commutator tt(s/)' of n(si) on 77 is equal to -n(2£) and such that there

is an abelian projection E in fr(2()' of central support 1 with the property te(tt(A))

=tt(>/j(A)) for every A in sé (Proposition 4.2). Let 0 be an element of E(sé) and let

Ai, A2,..., Am be elements of sé. There is an abelian projection F of central

support 1 in tt(2()' such that

¡n+n-WAfi-TMAM < 1
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for 7=1,2,..., am. Indeed, if £ is a maximal ideal in 77(£2), there is an irreducible

representation Y{ of 77(£2')' with kernel [£] on a Hubert space such that the image

of rr(si) contains no completely continuous operators. The same reasoning as the

previous paragraph therefore is applicable. So it is sufficient to show that ir~l-TF-ir

is a pure state of si. We do this by showing that it is ¿F-irreducible. Let 0 be a

positive functional of the module si majorized by tt~1-tf-tt. Then 6' =v6-tt'1

on tt(sí) is majorized by tf on -n(si). Let £ be a maximal ideal in 77(£F). There are

positive functionals / and g on Yc(tt(sí)) such that

f(Ye(A)) = e'(AT(t)   and   g(W¿A)) = rF(Ar(Q

for A in rr(si). Then g majorizes / on W,-(it(sí)). However g is irreducible on

^^(si)) and so there is an at in the complex field such thatf(A) = a<-g(A) for all

A in Y¿Tr(si)). But ac=0'(ir(£). Since £ is arbitrary we have that 6' = 6'(1)tf

on rr'si). This proves that tt~1-tf-tt is £2'-irreducible.   Q.E.D.

We see that if 77 is a faithful representation of the continuous algebra si on a

Hubert space H with the property that the commutator of tt(s/) is 77(£2*) and that

there is an abelian projection E with central support 1 in the commutator 77(£F)'

of 77(£2") such that 77"1 ■ rE ■ n is a pure state of si, then the set

{77" 1-tf-77 I Fis an abelian projection of central support 1 in -n(St)'}

is pointwise dense in E(si).

We now identify the pure state and vector state spaces of a type I algebra. We

begin with the following theorem.

Theorem 5.2. If si is a type I von Neumann algebra, the vector state space V(si)

of the module si is equal to the pure state space P(si) of the module si.

Proof. Since every vector state of the module si is a pure state of the module si,

we have that V(si)^P(si) [12, Remark, Theorem 9].

Now let xb be a pure state of the module si. Let Ax, A2,..., Am be elements of si.

For each maximal ideal £ of the center of si there is an irreducible representation

Tç of si with kernel [£] on a Hubert space //(£) such that Y^si) contains the com-

pletely continuous operators on //(£). The kernel of the function A -*■ <b(A)~(Q on

si contains the ideal [£]. There is thus a functional <£c of Y^si) such that xb^QY^A))

=<b(AP(l) for every A. Since <b(A)~(Ç) is a pure state of si (corollary, Theorem 4.3),

the functional xbK is a pure state of W^si). The pure state space of Tc(j/) is equal to

the vector space of Tf(j^) (cf. [2, 3.4.1] due to R. V. Kadison). There is a unit

vector xc in //(£) such that

forj= 1, 2,..., m. There is an abelian projection £c in si such that

(Yc(^)xc,xc) = TE{(/ir(£)
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for every A in si. By the same reasoning as Theorem 5.1 we obtain an abelian

projection E in si of central support 1 such that

\\</>(Aj)-rE(A^\\  <  1

for 7=1,2,..., m. This means that 0 e V(sé). Therefore, P(sé)<^V(sé). This

completes the proof.

Let sé be a type I von Neumann algebra with center 2t'. The uniformly closed

*-subalgebra of sé generated by the abelian projections of sé is a two-sided ideal

70 in sé [16]. If A e 7a+, there is a sequence {An} of positive central elements and a

sequence {En} of orthogonal abelian projections such that

(1) Ai^A2^--;
(2) lim An = 0 (uniformly);

(3) the central support of En has Gelfand transform equal to the characteristic

function of the support for the Gelfand transform of An for each n = I, 2,... ;

(4) A = 2AnEn; and

(5) the sequence {An} is uniquely determined.

The sum 2 AnEn is called a spectral decomposition of A.

Let F be the trace class of sé and let Tr be the canonical trace of sé (§4). For

each A in F define the bounded module homomorphism <&A of 7a into 2i by

$>A(B) = Tr (AB). Then if F is given the norm

Mili = ||Tr(04*,4)1/2)||,

the function A -> <bA defines an order preserving isometric isomorphism of the

^-module F onto the set of all bounded module homomorphisms of Ia into 2?

[9, §4].

Theorem 5.3. Let sé be a type I von Neumann algebra. Let Ia be the closed two-

sided ideal of sé generated by the abelian projections of sé. The vector state space

V(sé) of the module sé consists of the set of all states of the module si of the form

C0 + (1-C)te

where C is a central element of si with OSCSh^isa state of the module sé such that

Ci/i vanishes on 7„ and E is a maximal abelian projection of sé.

Proof. First let 0 be an element of V(si); set 0 | Ia = 6x. There is a positive

element B in the trace class of sé such that 6X(A) = Tr (AB) for every A in Ia. Let

#04) = Tr (AB) for every A in si. We show that the functional </>— 6 is positive. Let

A e si + . There is a monotonely increasing net {An} in 7a+ which converges strongly

to A [1,1, §3, Theorem 2, Corollary 5] because Ia is strongly dense in si. Let x be a

vector in the Hubert space of si. We have that

(0O4)x, x)-(0O4n)x, x) ^ (0O4„)x, x)-(0O4„)x, x) = 0

for every An. Thus

(0O4)x, x)-(0O4)x, x) = lim ((0O4)x, x)-(0O4n)x, x)) ^ 0.
n
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This proves xb — 0 is a positive functional of the module si. We also have that

<b(A)-9(A) = 0 for every A e Ia.

Now let .0=2 flfl De a spectral decomposition for B. Here {E¡} is a sequence of

orthogonal abelian projections with Exy-E2>- ■ ■ ■ ; {B¡} is a decreasing sequence of

positive central elements with lim Bn = 0 (uniformly); and the support of each B¡ is

equal to the central support of £(. There is a set of mutually orthogonal central

projections {Pn} of sum 1 such that for each Pn the series 2{flifl I z'='l, 2,...}

converges uniformly [9, Theorem 4.1]. Let « be fixed and let Xn be the set of £ in the

spectrum Z of the center of si such that Pn(0 = I ■ For £ e Xn let *FC be an irreducible

representation of si with kernel [£] on a Hubert space //(£). Let <b^ be the positive

functional on Y¿si) = si(iC) given by fa(A(Ç)) = <f>(A)~(Ç). Here XYK(A) = A(Q. Since

every functional / having the form fi(A(Q) = t>(/()"""(£), where F is an abelian

projection of si of central support 1, is a vector state of siiff), the functional <b^

is in the vector state space of ¿/(£). By Glimm's theorem [3, Theorem 2], there is

an ac in the interval [0, 1], a state gç of siit) vanishing on the completely continuous

operators of //(£), and a unit vector xc in //(£) such that

Now we have that

0L4T(£) = (2 BiTEl(A)Y(t) = 2 BC(T)TSt(AT(£)

by the uniform convergence of 2¡ flfli- Since *F{(/0) is precisely the ideal of com-

pletely continuous operators on //(£), we must have that

(l-a:)wX((A(0) = ZB?(QTEt(Ar(t)

for each A in Ia. For each Et there is a unit vector yt in //(£) such that

Bi-(l)TEl(AT(l.) = BCa)(A(Qyi,yi).

Indeed, EAT) is a projection on //(£) of dimension not exceeding 1. Therefore, we

have that

(l-ar)wXi(A(0) = Bt(QrEl(Ar(0

for every A in Ia. Then B2(Q, BÇ(Ç),... vanish. Because £ in Xn is arbitrary, we

conclude that 0 = B2Pn = B3Pn= ■■■ and thus that BPn = (BxEx)Pn. Because Pn is

arbitrary, we find that B2, B3,... vanish. Thus B=BXEX and 9(A) = BxtEi(A) for

every A in si. Since the support of Bx is equal to that of Ex, we may assume

E=EX is a maximal abelian projection and still retain the formula Bxte(A) = 6(A).

There is a sequence {Qn} of orthogonal central projections of sum equal to the

support Q of C=<b(l)-0(l) such that for each Qn there is a positive central

element Dn with DnQn = Dn and DnC=ßn. The sequence {\\Dn(<b(A)-8(A))\\}

is bounded above by ||,41| for each A in si since <£ — 0 is a positive functional of the

module si. Set </>iL4) = 2* Dnixb(A) — 0L4)) for each ,4 in j^ Then xb is a positive
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functional of the module si, with the property 0i(l)= Q. We extend 0j_ to a state 0

on the module si by setting 0 = i/ix + 02 where 02 is a positive functional of the

module si with 02(1)= 1 — Q.

We show that Ci/i+Bxte=<I>. For each ßn we have that

Qn(C^(A) + BiTE(A)) = Qn(<f>(A)-6(A) + 6(A)) = ß„0O4)

for every A in sé. Also

(1-Q)(C</,(A)+Bite(A)) = (l-Q)6(A) = (l-ß)0O4).

So C0 + 7i1T£ = 0. Since both 0 and te are states, we have that C4-7?1=l. This

completes the first part of the proof.

Conversely, let 0 be a state of the module sé of the form

0 = C0 + (1-C)te,

where C is a central element of sé with OSCSl,0isa state of the module sé such

that C0 vanishes on 7a, and F is an abelian projection of central support 1. Let

Ax, A2,..., An be elements of si. Let £ be a maximal ideal of the center of si and

let *FÇ be an irreducible representation with kernel [£] of sé on the Hubert space

77(£). Let Yr(si) = si(Q and Yr(A) = A(Ç). The relation

0CO4(£)) = 0O4H£)

defines a functional in the vector state space of si(Q [3, Theorem 2] since ^(7,,)

is the ideal of completely continuous operators on 77(£). There is a unit vector xc in

77(£) such that

\MMO)-(AAOxr,x()\ < i

for7= 1, 2,..., zz. But there is an abelian projection Fc in A such that

04(£)xc, x,) = TB((Ar(Q

for every Ainsi. By the same procedure as employed in Theorem 5.2, we obtain an

abelian projection F of central support 1 in sé such that

|0rO4/£))-T,O4,r(£)l < 1

for every7= 1, 2,..., n and every maximal ideal £. So

11004,)-Tf04;) || < 1

for7= 1, 2,..., zz. Thus </> is in the vector state space of the module si.   Q.E.D.

In a type I algebra every state is the pointwise limit of <r-weakly continuous

states.

Theorem 5.4. Let sé be a type I von Neumann algebra. Every state of the module

sé is the pointwise limit of normal states of the module si.

Proof. Let 0 be a state of sé. Let 6X be the restriction of 0 to 70. There is a positive

element B of the trace class of sé such that 6X(A) = Tr (BA) for every A in 70. Let
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6(A) = Tr (BÄ) for every A in sé. Then </>—6 = i/ix is a positive functional on the

module sé which vanishes on Ia (cf. proof of Theorem 5.3). Let the central pro-

jection ß be the support of C=0i(l). There is a positive functional 0 of the module

sé such that 0(1) = ß and such that Cfi = i/)x. Now let Ax, A2,..., An be elements of

si. The restriction of 0 to the ^ß-module séQ vanishes on the closed two-sided

ideal 7aß generated by the abelian projections of séQ. There is an abelian pro-

jection E in si Q with central support ß such that

¡0O4ß)-T£O4,ß)|| <(||C|| + 1)-1

for7= 1, 2,..., n (Theorem 5.3). This means that

||0M)-Crs(^)|| < 1

fory= 1, 2,..., zz. The functional

A^CrE(A) + Tr(BA)

is a CT-weakly continuous positive functional of the module si. We have that

CT£(1) + Tr(7?) = 0(1)- 6(1) + 6(1) = 0(1) = 1.

Also

\\</>(A1)-CTE(Aj)-Tr(BA])\\ < 1

for 7= 1, 2,..., zz. Thus the state 0 is the pointwise limit of positive a-weakly

continuous states.   Q.E.D.
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